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Asset Class

Market Review

Global Equities

Looking back on the recent quarter,

Investment Objective
The Fund aims to provide
consistent total returns
with less volatility than the
global share market over 5
to 7 year periods. In
addition, the Fund aims to
pay distributions within a
target range of 4% to 6%
per annum.






Inflation fears have given way to concerns around a potential trade war.
Volatility has held up after the spike.
Option premiums are now pricing at the top of the 5 year range.
July options look the best value for outright hedges.

Markets continued to exhibit high levels of volatility during March. The volatility clearly remains at the
forefront of investors’ minds, with the month of March following a similar pattern to February. 9 of the 21
March trading days saw a move of greater than 1% on the S&P 500, with option premiums now pricing at
the top of the 5 year range.

APIR Code

Volatility is largely due to Donald Trump’s ‘tweets’ relating to the US trade deficit and to Amazon. It is not
new that Trump is “expressing” himself on Twitter, however with nervousness in the market there is a
magnification of market volatility. The Amazon price dropped 11% following Trump attacking the company
over its tax status, its retail dominance and its relationship with the US Postal Service.
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Volatility remains present in the market and this will remain the case into the foreseeable future.
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Australia
Australia has not been immune to the increasing volatility. Prior to March, the Australian Indicies had been
slow to react, however March saw the S&P/ASX 200 fall 4% on US headlines. Banks, under a Royal
Commission, continue to be the losing sector.
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Total Return1 (Net) (%)

Benchmark Return2,3 (%)

Active Return (%)

-2.36
-2.28
1.58

-2.31
-3.91
2.55

-0.05
1.63
-0.97

1.36
4.77
5.80

3.56
5.86
6.13

-2.20
-1.09
-0.33

Past performance is not an indication of future performance. Net performance figures are calculated using exit
price, net of fees and reflects the annual reinvestment of distribution.
1
This figure represents the annualised performance of the Fund since inception.
2
The MSCI World Net Total Return Local Index was adopted as the Fund’s performance benchmark on 1 February
2018. Benchmark calculations prior to this date are based on the 50% MSCI World Accumulation Index / 50%
Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index. Source: Morningstar Direct.
3
The performance of the MSCI World Net Total Return Local Index is comprised of multiple currencies and is based
on the local currency of the listed holdings.
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Market Review (cont’d)
What observations can be drawn from this continuing volatility?




Global markets continue to swing from positive to negative in increasingly shorter periods of time.
The ease with which markets have been sold down remains a concern.
The probability of a major sell-down occurring in the near term has arguably increased.

Initially the market volatility was a result of a fear of the potential for a rapid increase in inflation and a resulting increasing interest rate
environment. Now, as Trump ramps up the tariff rhetoric, inflation fears have given way to concerns around a potential trade war between
the US and China.
What are the likely outcomes?
Trump may well get increased tariffs on Chinese imports. He remains an enigma, able to bully and coerce from a position of strength
and, like no other President, is prepared to openly attack other nations on a multitude of levels. The other possible outcome is that a
trade war will escalate and the aggressive politicking and bluffing will end in a market sell-down. Trump is unlikely to want this scenario.
With volatility, hence premiums, pricing at these current levels it has becoming increasingly expensive to own outright protection.
Future Volatility
Volatility will remain higher for longer. Trumps social media activity coupled with the upcoming US and European quarterly reporting
period ensures that markets will remain on edge over the next 3 weeks.
Reflecting on January’s company earnings reports, a period that was highlighted by strong growth in earnings, it appears on balance that
the growth story will remain. What may have changed is the tolerance in the market to absorb any misses on estimates.
The investment manager has previously discussed that the more market volatility experienced in the short term, the greater the probability
that volatility will remain at elevated levels for a sustained period. The high volatility environment is now entering its third month.
Performance Review
The Ironbark Denning Pryce Global Tailored Income Fund (the ‘Fund’) returned -2.28% (net) for the March quarter, outperforming the
benchmark return of -3.91% by 1.63%.
The March quarter was a volatile period for global markets, with a positive start in January giving way to selling in February and March.
Investor confidence was quickly eroded as stock markets fell on concerns about increasing inflation and the potential for a global trade
war. The fall in equities was further compounded by Trump’s revolving door policy at the White House where it appears the spring
cleaning has come early. Of Trump’s staff 37 have either left or been fired in the last year, 9 of whom have left in the last few weeks.
As he has done since the election in November 2016, Trump and his devicive form of politics has continued to hold sway over the financial
markets. The lack of stability in the White House in recent weeks is an example of this, coming at a time when markets were already
feeling nervous. It has clearly had a short term impact.
The investment manager continues to highlight that the Fund holds a portfolio of what they consider to be the best combination of equity
and options. Certainly periods will result in increased volatility for the Fund due to the nature of the Fund holding a small number of global
holdings. Having observed returns over the history of the Fund, the investment manager is confident that over an investment cycle the
Fund will continue to reach its stated goals.
US listed stocks remained the best performers in the Fund, outperforming both European and Japanese holdings. Europe continues to
struggle and with Trump continuing to move toward more “isolationist policies”, namely trade barriers and tariffs, there has been a
growing concern regarding the impact it will have on the major industrial powerhouses in Europe. Germany was the weakest of the
European markets falling 6.35% in the quarter.
The key performers for the Fund continue to be major technology names. As mentioned previously, these names, somewhat surprisingly,
have become the more defensive sector to position investor exposure. Visa (‘V’), CSCO (‘CSC’), Microsoft (‘MSFT’), and Western Digital
(‘WDC’) all finished higher for the quarter. The stand out return came from Amazon (‘AMZN’). The stock reported well in January and
despite falling away at the back end of the quarter, a victim of a new Trump Twitter tirade, it still finished up 23.75% for the quarter. A
long call and partial buy-write position in the name led returns for the Fund.
Google (‘GOOGL’) had a volatile quarter, as quarterly numbers in January were underwhelming and the stock struggled as profit taking
saw the stock trade lower. Despite the increasing moves in the stock, option premiums in Google remained offered near their 2017 lows.
The Fund used this as an opportunity to add optionality that would benefit from sharp moves in the underlying stock. As the selling
escalated at the peak of the market falls in late January to early February, a fall of 18% from the January high, the Fund benefitted from
the large move realising trading gains.
Western Digital was another name that had an exceptionally strong run, rallying 20% in three week over early to mid-March. A long call
spread position performed well for the Fund benefitting from the sharp move higher.
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Performance Review (cont’d)
The banking and financial names were a mixed bag for the Fund over the quarter. European names BNP-Paribas (‘BNP’) and ING Groep
(‘INGA’) continued to struggle in line with the market. For the US names the afterglow of the US corporate tax cuts appears to have worn
off and there were some mixed results in a down market. Bank of America (‘BAC’) (up 1.50%), JP Morgan (‘JPM’) (up 2.83%), and
Regions Financial (‘RF’) (up 7.5%) went some way to compensating for the poor performance of both Wells Fargo (‘WFC’) (-13.6%) and
Citigroup (‘C’) (-9.3%).
Positioning in the sector is spread across the investment manager’s various strategies. Both Citi and Wells Fargo have put protection
under pinning the stock. This also helped to reduce the impact of their struggles during the quarter. The Fund has added upside calls in
JP Morgan, post the February and March pullback, preferring to hold the Fund’s exposure to the stock in a lower risk manner ahead of
the results season beginning in mid-April. Bank of America remains in the Fund as a straight buy-write position.
As mentioned European names in the Fund continued to struggle. Siemens (‘SIE’), Saint Gobain (‘SGP’), Nestle (‘NESN’) and Air Liquide
(‘AI’) all finished lower as Euro currency strength has weighed on the region. With volatility trading at the bottom of the two year range
the investment manager repositioned the Fund’s Nestle holding into a long call. With the stock falling 10% for the quarter the Fund has
avoided the worst of the downside but has lost the premium paid for the call option.
Materials, Consumer and US industrial names were the other major laggards. Walmart (‘WM’), Dow Du Pont (‘DWDP’), Proctor and
Gamble (‘PG’), and United Parcel Service (‘UPS’) all were down circa 10%, impacting returns. The Fund was written in DWDP and held
puts in both PG and UPS which helped to minimise the losses.
The market remains in an adjustment phase where moves both up and down continue. Volatility has remained elevated since midJanuary and looks likely to remain at these higher levels for longer periods. Certain strategies are becoming more attractive to the Fund.
Both volatility trading and buy-writes have an increasing appeal with both strategies taking advantage of both the larger swings in the
market and the higher premiums.
The Fund remains optimistic that the global economy remains on solid grounds. The obvious head winds remain the Trump factor, his
aggressive and determined rhetoric has the potential to derail much of the good work done in recent years and the investment manager
remains wary of exposures in the Fund. The investment manager continues to hold protection over both Index and single names. The
sell down in the market has only returned the Fund to the January 1st levels, breaks below these current levels may put pressure on the
market and the investment manager will continue to closely watch developments in the US.
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Stress Testing

Heavy Selloff
Moderate Slide
Up Trend
Strong Rally

Sector Delta Exposure (%)
Impact on
PL %
-7.00
-2.12
3.43
17.04

Delta (%)
43.75
47.87
91.21
96.58

Energy 5.32

Financials
11.45

Health Care
10.28

Consumer
Staples 2.28
Consumer
Discretionary 6.02

Index
11.43

Utilities 0.63
Industrials 9.89
Materials
5.95

Information
Technology
10.87

Important Information
Issued by Ironbark Asset Management Pty Limited ABN 53 136 679 420 AFSL 341020 (‘Ironbark’). Data as at 31 March 2018. This document is not an
offer of securities or financial products, nor is it financial product advice. As this document has been prepared without taking account of any investors’
particular objectives, financial situation and needs, you should consider its appropriateness having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs.
The Fund referred to is issued by Ironbark Asset Management (Fund Services) Ltd ABN 63 116 232 154 AFSL 298626. To acquire units in the Fund,
complete the application form that accompanies the current PDS, which you can obtain from www.ironbarkam.com or by calling client services on 1800
034 402. You should consider the PDS in deciding to acquire or to continue to hold the Fund. Although specific information has been prepared from
sources believed to be reliable, we offer no guarantees as to its accuracy or completeness. The information stated, opinions expressed and estimates
given constitute best judgement at the time of publication and are subject to change without notice to you. This document describes some current internal
investment guidelines and processes. These are constantly under review, and may change over time. Consequently, although this document is provided
in good faith, it is not intended to create any legal liability on the part of Ironbark or any other entity and does not vary the terms of a relevant disclosure
statement. Past performance is not an indicator of future results. All dollars are Australian dollars unless otherwise specified. All indices are copyrighted
by and proprietary to the issuer of the index.
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